CHOOSING YOUR CURTAIN ROD
The family curtain rods decomposes into three under families :
Curtain rod ornamental
Rail railroad
Rods of glazing
Every product has a precise custom.
Become a real object of decoration, the rod takes more and more importance in the total budget of
purchases fabrics (tissues).

Curtain rod ornamental :
The ornamental rods participate in the dressing of the window and in
the decoration of the room. They correspond to an ornamental choice to
embellish its inside. They allow to identify a character or a style of arrangement. We find a large number of models. Diameters most usually used
are the 20, 28 and 35mm.
The choice is made according to the dimension of the window and the
texture of fabrics (tissues). It is easy to recut and to fix them from the
moment we use the necessary and adapted materials.

Rails railroad :
Rails railroad have for characteristic to be functional rods. They are
profiles of aluminum of rectangular shape split on all the length to allow
the sliding of hooks. The most common sections in France are the 24x16
but we also use of the 25x10 or the 10x15.
There are the other sections generally used for specific installations
realized by professionals. They are marketed most of the time in three
colors: white, chrome-plated and bronzed.

Rods of glazing :
The rods of glazing have the peculiarity to be directly fixed to window
casements.
They are more and more ornamental and we find on the market of the
bar with curtains a choice growing of styles. The installation remains very
simple. It is enough to fix to the fighter a hook for the wooden windows
or an adhesive for windows in PVC or aluminum. The installation of these
rods is thus made on small windows, attic windows, glass doors, often in
the kitchens, shower-rooms, entrances, corridors…
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